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Item No.
Product

PSH （2-6 layer）
Puzzle parking system

Photo

Operation
Principle

Except the top floor ,each floor has a spare parking space and
front-rear guide rails.Each parking space has a pallet which moves
horizontally on the guide rail.The pallets on the top floor make
up-down movements while the ones on the ground floor make
left-right horizontal movement, the other ones can move either left
to right or up and down..through continuous space shift,parking and
fetching a car can be realized.

Character

multiple parking cars to the limited parking space ,save a great deal
of room.
PLC control ,easy operation,convenient parking ,IC card ,touch
screen or turnkey mode are all possible .
4-point suspending wire rope for driving system,stable
movement ,ensure the safety of the up and down of the cars.
falling-proof system which controls car standard and parking place.
Photoelectric security checking ,automatically stop when people
goes in by accident .
Emergency stop push button ,avoid accident .
high-quality steel,inside and outside thermal-galvanization,imported
international name-brand electric control components.
Elevating motor :2.2KW
Horizontal-moving motor :0.2kw
Elevating speed : 6.3m/min
Horizontal-moving speed : 7m/min
Noise : ≤60Db(A)
Max. collection time; 90s
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Main
sSpecification
n

,

Hoist or lower the drive way :roller chain,steel wire rope
(optional).
Control way : PLC.
Operational type :ten keys,touch screen ,IC card (optional)
Power: 3N,AC,380V, 50HZ.
P.S. : quantity of pallets ,height of pallet and suited cars can
be designed and produced as customer’s need.

Two layer puzzle parking system
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Three layer puzzle parking system

Four layer puzzle parking system
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five layer puzzle parking system

Six layer puzzle parking system sample
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Item No.
Product

PSH (-1+2 layers)
Puzzle parking system

Photo

Operation
Principle

Character

Main

This type of parking system is designed 3 levels of top, middle
and bottom. Two levels are on and above the ground , the
bottom level is underground. There is an exchange space in the
middle level.The spaces in top and bottom levels may lift up
and down automatically and the space in the middle level can
slide left and right .Spaces in the middle level are the same line
with ground for cars going in and out freely. When we need to
park or get a car in the top or bottom levels, the space in the
middle level over or under this space will slide to the exchange
space to form a lifting passage. This space will be operated
down to the ground for parking ans retrieving
Save land area and take full use of the underground space to
raise more parking numbers.
It has advantages of steady operation,low noise ,fast operative
speed and short time of parking.
Fast maintenance and simple malfunctions solution with PLC
logic circuit.
Multi-channel safety protection and series of safety protection.
Elevating motor :2.2KW
Horizontal-moving motor :0.2kw
Elevating speed : 7m/min
Horizontal-moving speed : 8m/min
Noise : ≤60Db(A)
Max. collection time; 90s
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sSpecification

Hoist or lower the drive way :roller chain,steel wire rope
(optional).
Control way : PLC.
Operational type : touch screen +IC card (optional)
Power: 3N,AC,380V, 50HZ.
P.S. : quantity of pallets ,height of pallet and suited cars can
produced as customer’s need

-1+2 PSH
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be designed and

Item No.
Product

PSH (-1+1 )
puzzle parking system

Photo

Operation
Principle

Character

Main
sSpecification
n

This type of parking system is designed 2levels of top and
bottom. One levels are on and above the ground , the bottom
level is underground. There is an exchange space in the middle
level.The spaces in bottom levels may lift up and down
automatically and the space in the ground level can slide left
and right . This space will be operated down to the ground for
parking ans retrieving
Save land area and take full use of the underground space to
raise more parking numbers.
It has advantages of steady operation,low noise ,fast operative
speed and short time of parking.
Fast maintenance and simple malfunctions solution with PLC
logic circuit.
Multi-channel safety protection and series of safety protection.
Elevating motor :2.2KW
Horizontal-moving motor :0.2kw
Elevating speed : 7m/min
Horizontal-moving speed : 8m/min
Noise : ≤60Db(A)
Max. collection time; 90s
Hoist or lower the drive way :roller chain,steel wire rope
(optional).
Control way : PLC.
Operational type :touch screen +IC card (optional)
Power: 3N,AC,380V, 50HZ.
P.S. : quantity of pallets ,height of pallet and suited cars can be
designed and produced as customer’s need.
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-1 +1 PSH

Item No.

PJS(-2+1)
8

Product

Pit lifting parking system

Photo

Operation
Principle

Character

Main
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n

Three spaces of top , and bottom are united and lift together ,
usually, the middle and bottom spaces are underground in the
pit.The top level space is in the same line with the ground for
cars parking in and out directly. The middle and bottom spaces
may park cars when it lifted.
Save land area and take full use of the underground space to
raise more parking numbers.
It has advantages of steady operation,low noise ,fast operative
speed and short time of parking.
The middle and bottom levels have functions of dust proof,
rainproof and anti-theft.
Fast maintenance and simple malfunctions solution with PLC
logic circuit.
Elevating motor :2.2KW
Horizontal-moving motor :0.2kw
Elevating speed : 7m/min
Horizontal-moving speed : 8m/min
Weight of car : 2000kgs
Max. collection time: 90s
Hoist or lower the drive way :roller chain,steel wire rope
(optional).
Control way : PLC.
Operational type :ten keys,touch screen ,IC card (optional)
Power: 3N,AC,380V, 50HZ.
P.S. : quantity of pallets ,height of pallet and suited cars can be
designed and produced as customer’s need.
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-1+2 PJS
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Item No.
Product

PJS(-1+1)
Pit lifting parking system

Photo

Operation
Principle

Character

Main
sSpecification
n

Two spaces of top , and bottom are united and lift together ,
usually, the bottom spaces are underground in the pit.The top
level space is in the same line with the ground for cars parking
in and out directly. The bottom spaces may park cars when it
lifted.
Save land area and take full use of the underground space to
raise more parking numbers.
It has advantages of steady operation,low noise ,fast operative
speed and short time of parking.
The middle and bottom levels have functions of dustproof,
rainproof and anti-theft.
Fast maintenance and simple malfunctions solution with PLC
logic circuit.
Elevating motor :2.2KW
Horizontal-moving motor :0.2kw
Elavating speed : 7m/min
Horizontal-moving speed : 8m/min
Weight of car : 2000kgs
Max. collection time: 90s
Hoist or lower the drive way :roller chain,steel wire rope
(optional).
Control way : PLC.
Operational type :ten keys,touch sreen ,IC card (optional)
Power: 3N,AC,380V, 50HZ.
P.S. : quantity of pallets ,height of pallet and suited cars canbe
designed and paroduced as customer’s need.
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-1+1 PJS
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